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CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE 
Statement 

HON CHARLES SMITH (East Metropolitan) [6.30 pm]: This evening, I want to make a brief comment about 
a young man who attends the University of Queensland. His name is Drew Pavlou and he is a student facing expulsion 
from the University of Queensland, or UQ, over its sordid links with the Chinese Communist Party. He penned an 
article in foreignpolicy.com on how Australian universities have ditched their values in pursuit of the Chinese student 
dollar. I will quote extensively from that article. It states — 

After being an outspoken campus critic of Chinese state human rights abuses, I now face expulsion from 
the University of Queensland (UQ), where I am a fourth-year philosophy student, on the grounds that 
I “prejudiced” the university’s reputation by using my position as an elected student representative to 
express support for Hong Kong’s democratic protesters. 

I am being threatened with this unprecedented move because of UQ’s particularly close relationship 
with the Chinese party-state; UQ enjoys perhaps the closest relationship of any university with the 
Chinese government in the Anglosphere. In addition to funding and controlling a Confucius Institute on 
campus, the Chinese government funds at least four accredited UQ courses that present a party-approved 
version of Chinese history to students, glossing over human rights abuses in … Tibet, Hong Kong, and 
mainland China. 

… 

Confucius Institutes, educational institutes funded and run by the Chinese party-state, have come under 
intense scrutiny in recent years for “repeatedly straying from their publicly declared key task of providing 
Mandarin Chinese language training” in favor of disseminating Chinese state propaganda. 

… 

Ultimately, my ability to complete my education at my hometown university in Australia is up in the air 
due to my political activities critical of the Chinese government’s human rights abuses. If I am expelled, 
I fear the terrifying signal it would send to students across the country. On reading the entire document, 
Clive Hamilton, — 

He is a friend of mine — 

a noted expert on CCP influence operations in Australia, wrote to me: “Most of the allegations are trivial; 
some are risible. In the context of the University’s documented discomfort with your political activism—
especially your highlighting of links between the University, its Vice-Chancellor and various arms of the 
Chinese Communist Party—I can only read the threat of expulsion as an attempt to silence legitimate 
political activism on the campus.” 

These are very dangerous precedents. I think this young man is absolutely right: this is an attempt to intimidate 
students into self-censorship. That from a university, I think, is unacceptable. 

The University of Queensland has also just one of 13 China-backed Confucius Institutes we have operating on 
Australian campuses. There is one at the University of Western Australia. Very briefly, these Confucius Institutes 
are fully funded subsidiaries of China’s Ministry of Education. The Chinese government provides participating 
Australian universities with partial funding, native language instructors, teaching resources, student exchange 
opportunities, and Chinese language and culture consultative services. However, their formal mission—as explained 
by some people, including Professor Clive Hamilton—is to promote Chinese language and culture and, therefore, 
give an uncritical view of Chinese society, as well as provide direct influence inside our universities. 

We live in deeply troubling times at the moment. Another man who has written extensively on these issues is 
Göran Lindblad, who is a former vice-president of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe and a former 
Swedish parliamentarian. He explained the dangers of these Confucius Institutes. He is quoted as saying — 

“The main purpose [of Confucius Institutes] is to indoctrinate people and gather information for the 
totalitarian regime. These are the two main goals that are not spoken. And with budgets reduced, a lot of 
universities have been interested in having Confucius Institutes paying for the education in Chinese 
language, Chinese culture, etc. Same in the 1930s with Mussolini’s language institutes ...” 

I would not know about that, but that is from this gentleman. He goes on — 

“These Confucius Institutes are integrated into the universities. So there is an excellent opportunity to do 
infiltration work, also spying, indoctrinating the students in the communist thinking. And all of the 
teachers from the Confucius Institutes are of course controlled from Beijing. 
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In essence, he states that the CCP controls the Confucius Institutes. 

To conclude, our Australian universities appear to have forgotten that their primary role is to provide high-quality 
education to Australians. There is an argument that they are no longer serious educational institutions but, rather, 
corporations run for profit by administrators whose main goal is to put as many students as possible on seats to 
maximise fee revenue. It is time to get rid of the administrators out of universities and put the educators back 
in charge. 
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